
 

WSOP CIRCUIT 2019-20 
EVENT REPORT 

 

Circuit Stop: The Bike (Bell Gardens, Calif.) 

Event:  No-Limit Hold’em (1 Day) 

Buy-in:  $250 

Date:   2 December 2019 

Entries: 230 

Prizepool: $50,000

 

KRISTIAN FABROS CLOSES OUT ONE-DAY RING EVENT 

Recreational player from California turns trip to The Bike into WSOP gold. 

Kristian Fabros made his way to the World Series of Poker Circuit stop at The Bike on 
Sunday and did not leave until he was sporting gold. The Respiratory Therapist took down 
Event #3: $250 No-Limit Hold'em, a tournament that encompassed 230 entries and 
deemed a champion in just one day. 

“Yeah, actually this tournament was a pretty good tournament overall because all the tables 
were nice. It was like a friendly, competitive game,” Fabros said, following his victory. 

It was a spur-of-the-moment decision that moved Fabros to make the one-hour trip from 
Fontana, California to Bell Gardens with a couple of his friends. 

“They did the World Series in Vegas this past year, so they’ve been talking about what a 
good experience that was. They brought it up yesterday to do the WSOP here. So then, I 
decided this morning to go and I’m glad I did,” explained Fabros. 

A great decision it turned out to be fore Fabros. Running deep in Event #3 required a long 
day from the 33-year-old and his companions. One of his friends, Jerick Fuentes, also hung 
in the tournament for a while, but went out in 10th place, bubbling the final table. 

That left just Fabros to close out Event #3 and he eventually scooped the final pot at a 
quarter past midnight, winning WSOP gold. 

A cash prize of $11,550 was also claimed by Fabros, a recreational player. It was his first 
recorded cash with the WSOP. 



 

 

With a win under now under his belt, Fabros feels inclined to possibly return to The Bike 
for more Circuit action later in the week. 

“Now that I won this one, I’ll probably be back for a few of the other ones. I know I want to 
do one of the $400 ones,” stated Fabros. 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Kristian Fabros 
Nationality:  USA 
Current Residence:   Fontana, Calif. 
 

Age:     33 
Occupation:  Respiratory Therapist 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0

 

DIRECT LINKS 

FULL RESULTS 
KRISTIAN FABROS’ OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
OFFICIAL WINNER PHOTO 

https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1682&tid=17933&dayof=179331&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1682&tid=17933&dayof=179331&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerid=286329
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerid=286329
https://www.wsop.com/pdfs/reports/17933-winner-photo.jpg

